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IP Clearance

• Understand the Risks and Regulations and Obtain Your 
Clearances!

• Copyrights

• Trademarks

• Rights of Publicity

• Advertising

IP

RISK
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COPYRIGHT
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Copyright

• Copyright protects “original works of authorship.”
• Footage

• Photographs

• Paintings

• Billboards

• Software

• Sculptures

• Architecture

• Videos

• Music

• Graffiti

• Speeches
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Public Domain: 
Works NOT Covered by Copyright

• Works first published prior to 1923

• U.S. government works

• Universal Newsreel

• NASA Coverage

• However, there is often IP within
public domain works which must
be cleared (example: third-party
footage within the news clip)

Credit: NASA
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Exceptions to the Rules?

• “Fair use” is not an absolute right.

• Fair use factors:

• Purpose and character

• Nature of the original work

• Amount and substantiality of use

• Effect on the market

• In social media context, commercial use by a company may be 
less likely to be viewed as fair use than personal use by an 
individual.

• Fair use factors are not applied consistently by courts and 
are highly fact dependent.

• “De minimus” use

• 1st Amendment/Matter of public concern
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Fair Use/News Reporting

• “Waving the news reporting flag is
not a get out of jail free card in the
copyright arena.” Monge v. Maya
Magazines, Inc. (9th Cir. 2012).

• “Using a photo for the precise reason it was created does not 
support a finding that the nature and purpose of the use was 
fair.” BWP Media v. Gossip Cop (S.D.N.Y. July 20, 2016).
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Rules Regarding 
User Generated Content

• Safe harbor from copyright liability available to a “service 
provider” for infringing content selected and posted by users 
if the service provider:

• has no actual knowledge of infringing material or acts quickly to take 
it down upon receiving notice;

• does not receive a financial benefit directly from infringing material;

• has a designated agent to receive infringement notifications; and 

• has adopted and reasonably implemented a policy to terminate 
repeat infringers.  
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Issues with Music

• There are three separate sets of copyrights that can apply to a 
piece of music: (a) the musical composition/arrangement; (b) 
the lyrics; and (c) the sound recording.

• The same person or company may not own all three.

• Be aware: music labels, publishers and performance rights 
organizations keep a close eye on unauthorized uses and are 
likely to challenge any unpermitted use, even where the fair 
use exemption may arguably apply.

• Labels and publishers have started to employ companies that 
crawl the web to locate unlicensed uses of their music.  
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Issues with Music

• In addition to copyright, a singer may have publicity rights in 
his or her voice that a sound alike performer could violate.
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Images & Video

• Images and video are particularly important to clear properly 
as there may be multiple layers of IP in a single work:

• The work itself

• What appears in the work

• Images of people

• Trademarks

• Other content
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Images & Video
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Social Media Considerations

• Generally, the same rules/laws that apply to traditional media also apply 
to social media.

• Make sure to comply with platform’s Terms of Use – and they can change 
regularly.

• Plus you need permission from appropriate rights-holder. 

• Few have pass through license to its users; some limit use to individuals.

• Even if platform does provide pass through rights, they cannot pass 
through rights the platform does not have.

• Use of API or embedded code does not necessarily mean you do not also have 
to seek permission from the copyright holder to use a post outside the 
platform.
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Social Media

• Be careful when getting permissions that you are getting 
them from the rights holder!
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Repost Responsibly!
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Social Media Memes

• The fact that a meme is popular or wide spread does not mean that it is in 
the “public domain” (as defined by copyright law), or that all uses of the 
meme will be considered “fair use” of the underlying copyrighted 
material.

“Keyboard Cat”

“Nyan Cat”
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Social Media Memes

• Radio station’s use of photographer’s photo for fan 
“meme” contest held not to be fair use.
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Fair Use Is Fact-Dependent

• Even if one person wins a case finding fair use, that doesn’t mean your 
will be. And it requires litigation to find out.

• In Hosseinzadeh v. Klein, the court found that a YouTube reaction video 
qualified as commentary or criticism and did not substitute for the 
original, by reviewing the video closely.  Thus, it was held to be fair use.  
Not every “reaction video,” however, will necessarily be fair use.
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What Are the Risks?

The risks of getting copyright clearance wrong are real:
• In Haitian earthquake photo case, $1.2 million jury verdict awarded 

for the use of eight photographs taken from the Internet (plus the 
millions to litigate the case).

• Statutory damages for copyright infringement can be up to $150,000 
per work.

• Numerous lawsuits due to unauthorized use of 3rd party content.

• Even lawsuits that are ultimately dismissed can cost hundreds of 
thousand dollars to defend – well more than the cost to have cleared the 
content in the first instance.

• Even without a lawsuit it is considerably more expensive to 
negotiate a license after an unauthorized use has taken place.
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Best Practices: Copyright

• Review work to determine whether it is based on, 
incorporates or evokes themes from another work and/or 
elements or material belonging to a third party.

• For any third party material that is used:

• Identify the rightsholder;

• Obtain the necessary permissions;

• If permission is not possible, or you believe permission is not 
necessary for a particular use, contact copyright counsel for 
evaluation and discussion of options.
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Best Practices: Copyright

• Do not assume that prior use or prior permission applies to (1) 
all types of use; or (2) use in perpetuity.

• Even if permission or a license was previously obtained, there may be 
restrictions as to time, territory and/or types of use permitted.

• When seeking permission to use any third party material, try to 
obtain a license that expressly grants rights for uses in all media, in 
perpetuity, throughout the universe.

• Giving credit to the author or source is not a defense to 
copyright infringement.
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Best Practices: Copyright

• Consult with copyright counsel before relying on fair use, 
public domain, or any other legal doctrine:

• These are frequently misunderstood concepts (for instance, very 
little, if any, of copyrighted material you would want to use is in 
the public domain).

• These determinations are not one-size-fits-all.  They are very 
fact and context-specific, and the law in this area is constantly 
evolving.
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TRADEMARKS
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Trademarks

• A trademark can be almost anything that identifies and distinguishes the 
source of the goods of one party from those of others. 
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Trademarks

• Trademark law protects a business' commercial identity 
or brand by discouraging other businesses from adopting 
a name or logo that is "confusingly similar" to an existing 
trademark. 

• The goal is to allow consumers to easily identify the 
producers of goods and services and avoid confusion.
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Trademark Clearance

• Important to conduct trademark clearance for a new brand 
to assess whether it will cause confusion with an existing 
mark

• Quick search of USPTO database or Google search often not 
sufficient

• Not all trademarks are registered

• Remember to clear for all territories

• Failure to conduct search could be seen as bad faith intent in litigation 
in U.S.

• Getting clearance wrong can result in stiff penalties:

• Injunction

• Treble damages
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Exceptions to the Rules?

• Descriptive Fair Use

• Permits use of another’s trademark to describe the user’s products or 
services.

• E.g.:  Use of “inhibitor” by WD-40 Company to describe a long-term corrosion 
inhibitor product.

• Nominative Fair Use

• Permits use to refer to TM owner’s goods and services

• Generally permissible as long as

(1) the product or service in question is not readily identifiable without use of the 
trademark, 

(2) only so much of the mark as is reasonably necessary to identify the product or 
service is used and 

(3) use of the mark does not suggest sponsorship or endorsement by the trademark 
owner. 

• E.g., “We repair ROLLS-ROYCE cars.”

“Replacement blades compatible with GILLETTE razors.”
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Comparative Advertising

• Generally considered classic fair use in the U.S.

• But may be limited or not allowed at all in other countries

• Considered beneficial to consumers

• Be careful to be truthful in your comparison and represent competitor’s 
logo accurately
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Trademarks and FDA Regulations

• Due to increased safety risks, the FDA has special regulations for drug 
name trademarks 

• FDA must approve names before going to market

• FDA reviews proposed drug names for confusion:

• overly fanciful name?

• implies dosage or other
therapeutic benefit?

• overstates effectiveness?

• broadens scope of ills treated?

• spelling confusing?

• pronunciation confusing?

• handwritten name confusing?
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Trademarks and Social Media

• Clear new hashtags and slogans used on social media 

• Using a hashtag (#) before a word does not make it 
immune from infringement claims, nor does it create a 
trademark.

• Fraternity Collection, LLC v. Fargnoli, No. 3:13 Civ. 664, 2015 WL 1486375 
(S.D. Miss. Mar. 31, 2015) (“The Court accepts for present purposes the 
notion that hashtagging a competitor’s name or product in social 
media posts could, in certain circumstances, deceive consumers.”)

• There may also be PR concerns 
about using a hashtag that is 
associated with an undesirable 
topic. 
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Ambush Marketing

• Comes in many forms

• Goal is to draw attention away
from one brand using creative means

• Often used to take advantage of attention
of a big event, like the Super Bowl or
Olympics

• Be careful:

• Do not use trademarks of official event
Do not give false impression that it is
official sponsor of the event.  
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Best Practices: Trademarks

• Clear new marks, slogans, hashtags!

• Review work to identify any third party trademarks used 
(including word marks, logos, product designs, architecture, 
slogans).

• Is the mark used prominently and/or in a way that may 
explicitly or implicitly suggest the third party brand owner 
approves, endorses or is otherwise affiliated with your 
company?

• If yes, secure the necessary permission to use.

• Consider blurring or (where possible) cutting.

• Including a disclaimer is not a guaranteed defense
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RIGHTS OF PUBLICITY/PRIVACY
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Rights of Publicity/Privacy

• Right of publicity laws protect the 
commercial use of an individual’s 
name, image, voice, and likeness.

• Note: Rights can be posthumous 

• Right of privacy laws protect 
against public disclosure of private 
facts, ‘false light’ portrayal, and 
appropriation.
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Exceptions to the Rules?

• Publicity:

• Non-Commercial Use

• Newsworthiness Exception

• 1st Amendment 

• “Face in the Crowd”

• Privacy:

• Truth (for defamation/false light)

• Matter of public concern

• These are not affirmative rights, but rather affirmative 
defenses to a claim for violation of publicity/privacy.
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Celebrities

Woody Allen filed a $10 
million lawsuit against 
American Apparel for using a 
still from Annie Hall of him 
costumed as a Hasidic Jew on 
billboards and internet ads. In 
2009, the case settled for $5 
million.

In 2016, Pele sued Samsung 
for $30 million over the use of 
a “lookalike” in a TV ad.  The 
ad shows the “lookalike” next 
to a TV depicting the image of 
a soccer player doing a 
modified version of the 
bicycle/scissor kick Pele is 
known for. mediation, as of 
June 2018. 

In 2015, Michael Jordan won 
multi-million dollar verdicts in 
two right of publicity lawsuits 
where unauthorized entities 
used his name and/or jersey 
number in their 
advertisements.
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Non-Celebrities

In 2012, a fan sued the 
Orlando Magic team over use 
of a photo of her in their 
marketing campaign that had 
been taken at a playoff game.

In 2014, a fan sued ESPN, 
Yankees, MLB, and game 
announcers for $10 million 
after image of him sleeping 
was used during game 
broadcast. In 2015, a judge 
dismissed the suit, saying the 
10 seconds of airtime were 
insufficient to support a claim 
for defamation.

In 2016, a photographer
and his subject sued Def Jam 
Recordings, Inc. and recording 
artist Jeremih for 
unauthorized use of plaintiffs’ 
portrait on Jeremih’s album 
cover of his single “Don’t Tell 
‘Em.” In November 2017, the 
plaintiffs voluntarily dismissed 
their suit. 
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Depicting Celebrities on Social 
Media

In 2014, Katherine Heigl sued Duane Reade for
$6 million as a result of the company re-
tweeting a photo of her taken leaving one of
their NYC stores.

Case settled for undisclosed amount.

Don’t

Do
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Best Practices: Privacy/Publicity 

• Review work to identify any celebrity, look-alike or sound-alike, even if 
dead.

• Includes names, signatures, mannerisms, key phrases associated with a real 
person, or ‘fictitious characters’ that conjure a real person.

• Obtain releases in advance for people that will appear on camera (or their 
parents if minors). 

• Prominently post crowd releases to provide notice to people who may 
enter or be present.

• Important:  Photograph the crowd releases in case becomes an issue later.

• If consent cannot be obtained, avoid close-ups, use fleeting shots, or 
digitally blur faces so not recognizable (as long as that does not portray in 
unflattering light).
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ADVERTISING REGULATIONS
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Advertising

• There are special rules related to advertising.

• The Federal Trade Commission has taken a recent interest in 
“social media influencers” who post without disclosing their 
connections to advertisers.
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The FTC Endorsement Guidelines

• Where a connection exists between an influencer or 
spokesperson and a company that “might materially affect 
the weight or credibility of the endorsement,” disclosure is 
required.

• Disclosures must be clear and conspicuous.
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What is a “Connection”?

• Broadly defined

• Includes everything from being paid, receiving a gift (even if 
not in exchange for a review), or having a business, 
employment or family relationship with the company

• Extends across all platforms
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• Company sends ten well-known 
beauty bloggers free samples of 
their new shampoo, encouraging 
them to mention how much they 
love the product on the blogger’s 
Facebook page.

• Blogger receives a free new 
shampoo using a coupon she got 
through a store’s rewards 
program; she writes an online 
review raving about the product. 

• Blogger joins a network 
marketing program through 
which she periodically receives 
free products about which she 
can write a review.  She receives 
a free new shampoo and writes a 
raving review.

What is a “Connection”?
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What is “Clear and Conspicuous”?

• The FTC does not dictate how you place your disclosure.

• They will look at whether it is easily noticed and 
understood.

• Close to the claims to which they relate?

• In a font that is easy to read?

• In a shade that stands out against the background?
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What is “Clear and Conspicuous”?

• Good Examples: 

• #sponsored #ad 

• Should be above caption cut off point

• Instagram has “paid partnership” tool for content creators to clearly 
show when there is a commercial relationship behind a particular 
post. 

• Displays the words ‘paid partnership with…’ directly underneath the 
poster’s Instagram handle.

• Likely Insufficient:

• A confusing lengthy hashtag, buried amongst other hashtags, or 
unclear messages like “thanks” #sp #spn #spon #partner #collab 
#ambassador or #amb
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Complaints Against Kendall Jenner 
by Truth In Advertising Watchdog

Caption: Turks and Caicos, courtesy of 
@Airbnb

No disclosure
of paid relationship with Adidas.

Insufficient disclosure
of paid relationship with AirBnB.

Caption: peep the adidas tho
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Penalties for Violating Endorsement Guidelines

• Lord & Taylor paid fashion “influencers” to post
Instagram pictures of themselves wearing one of its dresses, but failed to 
disclose they had given them the dress, as well as thousands of dollars, in 
exchange for their endorsement.

• In 2016, Lord & Taylor settled FTC claims with a
“consent order,” which

• prohibits L&T from misrepresenting that paid commercial advertising is from an independent 
or objective source,

• requires the company to disclose any unexpected material connection between itself and any 
influencer,

• obligates L&T to make available all communications with endorsers and all ads and 
promotional materials that contain endorsements for inspection by FTC for 5 years.

• Each violation of such an order may result in penalties up 
to $16,000.
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FTC Regulations 
for Marketing Claims Generally

• Advertising must be truthful and non-deceptive;

• Advertisers must have contemporaneous evidence to 
back up claims; and

• Advertisements cannot be unfair.
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What are Deceptive Claims in Ads?

• Likely to mislead consumers acting reasonably under 
the circumstances; and

• “Material" – that is, important to a consumer's decision 
to buy or use the product.
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What are Unfair Ads?

• Ads that cause or are likely to cause substantial consumer 
injury

• which a consumer could not reasonably avoid; and

• which is not outweighed by the benefit to consumers.

• unclear pricing

• hidden fees and surcharges

• recurring charges not clearly disclosed

• manipulation of measurement units

• inconsistent comparisons
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The FTC and Courts
Pay Special Attention to…

• claims about health or safety and

• “difficult-to-determine” claims

• “ABC Hairspray is safe for
the ozone”

• “ABC Water Filters remove
harmful chemicals from tap water”

• “ABC Gasoline decreases engine wear”

• Example:  Court upheld FTC finding that marketers of POM 
Wonderful 100% Pomegranate Juice deceptively advertised 
that product could treat, prevent, or reduce risk of heart 
disease and prostate cancer.
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Guidelines for
“Health and Safety” Claims

• Ads that make health or safety claims must be supported 
by "competent and reliable scientific evidence“: 

• Tests, studies, or other scientific evidence that has been 
evaluated by people qualified to review it. 

• Must be conducted using methods that experts in the field 
accept as accurate.

• Evidence must exist at the time claims are made; cannot 
recreate it later.
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Penalties Can Be Significant

In 2012, Skechers paid $40 million 
to settle FTC charges that it 
deceived consumers with ads for 
“toning shoes,” claiming they 
would provide more weight loss 
and muscle toning than regular 
fitness shoes. 

In 2016, the makers of brain-
training app Luminosity were 
given fined $2 million by the 
FTC due to "unfounded" 
advertising claims that games 
could prevent Alzheimer's 
disease, as well as aiding 
players to perform better at 
school.

In 2011, FTC ordered 
Kellogg’s to halt all 
advertising with “dubious” 
claim that Rice Krispies 
improved a child's 
immunity; Kellogg’s agreed 
to pay $2.5 million to 
affected consumers, as well 
as donating $2.5 million 
worth of products to 
charity. 
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Questions?
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Contact

Johanna Schmitt
Kirkland & Ellis LLP

t: + 212 446 4841
e: johanna.schmitt@kirkland.com
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